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REF.: ONGC/KS//eol20

DATE:

To,
The Executive Director,
PMU, Uran LPG Plant,

tq 1o? laol6

alc

ONGC,
Uran Raigad.

SubJect: Inclusion

of the enlisted names of

contractual
employees working in Uran Plant to be considered for
pay revision as agreed.

Respected Sir,

This is in reference to the adoption of fair wage policy for contractual
employees, in mutual negotiation with all collectives and
implementation of the same.
We have already pursuing to include the names of listed workmen

]

engaged in "(fran" since last more than 08 years, we remain
immensely grateful to your esteemed authority for agreeing and
noting the same in the minutes of meeting issued.

Unfortunately the eligible employees list tabled has discrepancy and
has been brought to the notice of concerned authority, as advice
please find enclosed list in details of the contractual employees from
various sections from Uran plant who remain eligible and are not
reflected in list frnalised by regional office.

It is requested in view to their details, considering them as eligible
contractual employees, may please be forwarded to regional office
so that they are not denied, their earned wages in line with the
agreement.
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Please find enclosed the

3:

list of contractual employees and available

documents for your perusal

o/c
Cieneral Secretary
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Copy to:
1.

cM - I/c, HR-ER, RO, ONGC-WOU, Gr. Heights, Mumbai : 51.

2. GM - I/c, HR-ER, ONGC, LPG Plant, Uran, Raigad.
DGM - I/c, IR, ONGC-WOU, Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mum : 51.
..23.
N f\K,4. Dy. CLC, Shramraksha Bhavan, Shivsrushti Rd., Sion, Mum:22.
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